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Jquery accordion css

There is a reason for the popularity of accordions surging so much over the years! For the larger and most text-heavy content, the simple and effective way to make it more appealing and less boring are accordions or foldables. Basically, it works by limiting the display of content to foldable menus that users can turn on or off. The basic
structure is usually several elements, including the head/titles and body that extends to order. It is an extremely useful model for highlighting important details of a specific section that uses progressive disclosure. But who says they have to be clear and boring? With access to animation and styling with custom codes, site owners can get
as creative or as simplistic as they want to be! And if you're one looking for a kick-start on amazing and innovative ideas, then this list today is definitely a great place. Combining all the free online options where you can get ideas for bold, professional-looking and amazing examples, today we have a list of the best possible jQuery
accordions for you to enjoy! Hand-picking these variations, the best part about all is that you also get access to their complete coding structure. And if there are more CSS items like cards, buttons, separators and more you're interested in, you can check out more of our blog posts. JQuery Accordion Navigation The top of our list features a
simple and easy navigation jQuery accordion menu that is quite impressive and smooth with movement. It is great that this particular sample you will find the option to add in any number of categories and subcategories. Color schemes are kept to a minimum by making the basic focus titles here. When you click the icon next to the title, it's
animated to show the accordion and the inside content. Elegant, dark and clean, this is sure a great way to add a navigation above the site. And being quite flexible with the structure itself, you can start with this canvas and still customize to your own preference. Info/Download A Pen by Duke Another advanced navigation menu designed
with jQuery acccordion is this Duke pen on codepen. It's a pretty visually impressive design that the creator here has left absolutely no stones unturned. Each component is designed with a purpose and is animated is such a smooth transition. It features a simple menu, and a vibrant color to represent. Even umbrellas are added to add that
touch very realistically. Each tab has an icon and title and for those with accordions inside another icon on the left hand side. When clicking on the animated icon, along with the transition is also revealing the categories inside. also describe a change in the background color when it reveals itself. Overall, a pretty impressive take on a
simple concept of a navigation menu, if you ask us, we definitely think this was worth a mention here. Info / Download jQuery (UI-less) Next accordion in line we have accordion design, which is designed with a simple and minimal touch to it. It features different texts as sections for the title, subtitles and revelation to another paragraph as
the content inside the accordion. The use of eye-catching color scheme with simple design to texts is sure to attract users' attention as well. Each of the categories are also animated to present one at a time, which means that when you select one, the other withdraws. Info / Download JQuery Accordion by Vikas Verma Let's start our list
with a simple example of Vikas Verma. Designed with simplicity and clean aesthetics in mind, all about this call to users. From the gray and white pattern to the use of simplistic icons this is a great way to add styling components to your site. HTML is used to define structures, content, and shapes while Simple JS and CSS are used to add
smooth transitions in that. Now, with the accordion when you click on the specific sections, it expands to show the inside content. The little details with the change of color and the icon changing its shape is what makes it so interesting. Subtle but completely goal-oriented, this leans towards a more professional and clean design in general.
Info / Download Simple SASS jQuery Accordion Now, for a more complex design in itself, this is a more advanced and elegant lysted animated accordion jQuery design. A pen by Jon Stuebe, this design utilizes SASS as well as Jquery codes to implement smooth transition and placement of components. Unlike the traditional design
where the accordion starts with all the hidden content, this design uses the effect similar to a radio button. When you click one of the titles to reveal the content inside, the previous option automatically withdraws. Everything about this is quite fascinating as the creator took subtle details seriously. Depending on the title you clicked, the
menus slide up or down to show the content. The icons next to the color scheme of the selected title also change to highlight the selection. Even shadows and lighting play a role in giving it a more materialistic feeling. Info / Download 4Line jQuery Accordion Now this is a more minimal and simple design of a jquery accordion if you are
looking for one. The creator has given someone a head-start if they want to add in their custom touch as the overall style and design is quite simple. The accordion however works quite smoothly and by the name suggests, the entire structure is based on 4 simple lines, which function as borders for each title or content. Easy to implement
and reproduce, if you like, with a few tricks here and there you can do in your own design. Follow below to gain access to their complete coding structure. Info /Download Rotating Arrows Another one in the black and white color scheme, this is a more advanced and complex option. Simple accordion is defined by four black boxes each
with a click to reveal the content inside. But after the name suggests, the focal point here are the rotating arrows that change their placement when highlighted. Sections are also divided into several with one split between each point. In general, the design layout is kept minimal, but modern, with fonts, color schemes and the entire
structure. Combining HTML, CSS, and jQuery, the creator of this example played with simplistic features to get this amazing variation. Info / Download Sexy Accordion Talking about clean and neat models with black and white color schemes, it fits into the same niche. However, instead of the box design like most of our examples listed
today, this also uses 4 lines to designate each foldable section. Rotating on the left side also adds that subtle hint of creativity. Combining simplicity with the entire accordion, this design is versatile and works with almost every possible site. While all items and their style is predefined, you can easily add your own custom touch with a few
changes here and there. So why start entirely from an empty canvas, when this free option can give you an advance. Info / Download Responsive Blue Accordion One of the major features of an accordion is certainly the responsiveness it can feature. And this design is certainly a great implementation of this. Adjusting to any screen size,
whether small or large, this blue accordion dictates the elegant look. Boxes representing expandable sections also have placements for images, which is a unique concept. While the blue and white color schemes are quite appealing, you can easily change to suit your preferences. The rotating arrow for a more interesting detail is placed
in a square. In general, quite impressive, easily get full access to the codes via the link below. Info/Download Simple Accordion jQuery Using the classic design-based tab, this jquery accordion is simple, efficient and quite professional looking. Simple background with gray button as tabs works as title holder for accordion. These tabs
when you click is animated to expand as an accordion. Using simple html and CSS style is kept aesthetically pleasing and flexible, so you can also add in your own custom touch. Get access to their full coding structure below via the link i've listed below. Info /Download Responsive jQuery Accordion Talking about responsive and creative
models, this is a unique and quite innovative concept. Unlike most examples on this list today, this is a horizontal lysing on the accordion. Not only this, but on the complex side, the design and general animation is also a betontry. Using different gray, white and blue patterns on each of the sections, the style is modern and edgy. And if
you're one to go after something different, then this responsive jQuery accordion ticks off the box. Unlike the classic slide up and down, Uses the left and right slide by changing direction depending on the tab you clicked. Two easy navigation icons are also placed on the bottom of each part for users. Small details, such as page numbers,
titles, umbrellas and lights, are used in a creative way. Info / Download 3D Accordion This is a more interesting and impressive design created to reproduce a 3D design. The creator used images as accordion sections that unfold in a 3D effect to reveal the inside content. Another small detail that keeps things interesting is the hover effect
that reveals additional details added to the title. Content sections are also designed with material design giving it an almost realistic paper feel to it. Each of the images are placed horizontally on top of each other. The entire structure is based on CSS, HTML, and JS to get the final result. For a closer look at the codes used, follow the link
below. Info/Download Super Simple Accordion Returning to something more neat and on the cleaner side, this is a super simple jquery accordion for those looking for it. The background is simple, however, accordion with animation and smooth hover effect is what makes it interesting. When it floated above each section, the color
switches to a bright red hue. The content section is quite versatile, after you can add in any type of content you want. This includes texts, pictures, links or pretty much everything you want. When any other section is clicked, the previously selected section returns to its original position to make way for the next section. Info/Download
jQuery Accordion By Andrew Hodgson Make use of simplicity and simple design, this is another amazing option to implement jquery accordion on your side. Although the style is quite minimal, it is still a great option. Why is that? Because each of the sections are styled and animated to perfection for a smooth performance. The section in
the box slides up and down to reveal the contents inside. On the right, the information icon also changes in the output or cross section that returns the entire structure to its original location. With a few tricks here and there, you can easily change fonts, color schemes and sizes easily if you prefer. Info/Download Real simply jQuery
Accordion by Jen Another one that appears from the rest is this amazing example of the jquery accordion by Jen. Keeping it very simple and minimal, this is the perfect example to present how something so simple can be so effective. The black boxes stand out in a white background, and the smooth transition with its positioning is truly
impressive. and the texts are animated to change their color scheme to highlight the selection while the rest of the content is displayed. Using HTML, CSS and a bit of Jquery, you can also create the same effect. Simply follow the code by the link below and get a head on the project! Info/Download Accordion by Michael Hoffman This
accordion by Michael Hoffman is another professional looking example that you can easily get access to via the link below. Blue and accordion uses black fonts on each of the boxes. However, the selected section changes the font color to white. Simple enough to achieve, this is an easier option you can start with. The codes are all clean
and well commented, so you can easily understand the entire structure. Another subtle detail added is changing the color from a lighter shade to a darker shade when clicked to highlight the selection. Info/Download CSS JSS Multi-level accordion Now, for a more practical and functional design, it is a multi-level accordion, which means it
holds the accordion inside the accordion. The simple palette of blue and white colors makes the design elegant and simple. However, multi-level design is what makes it stand out from the rest of the examples on the list. When you click on a specific section it reveals several options to expand, which also extends to the third level of
accordion. Although this is simply a demo, you can use it for your website, easily customizing any details according to your preferences. Each of the sections also performs a simple crossing effect. Another unique feature is that each of the foldable menus remains intact, no matter how many options you expand. In our opinion, this is
pretty much a great option for any text-heavy sites or pages. Info /Download Sassy Accordion colorful and attractive in all ways, this is a more engaging design to add in jquery accordions on any site. Whether you want to use it for branding, promotional or creative purposes, this is a great option. Who could have thought that a simple
design can be elevated to a whole another level with the use of only multiple colors? In addition to this, various innovative components included, including button, area of texts, and icons add to the appeal. When clicked, these sections expand or slide down to reveal the rest of the content. Using HTML, CSS and a bit of JS, the end result
is definitely worth a try. Info / Download Simple jQuery Accordion by Victor Diaz de Leon Another one under the simple and elegant niche of an accordion is this style by Victor Diaz de Leon. The boxes based on the design of the material are animated in such a way that they are visually stunning. Grey white over the red background also
works extremely well together. Using CSS, and JS each of the sections execute an amazing accordion movement and transition. All styling factors, including color schemes, used and even the models are predefined. However, you can make this design of yours and add custom details with a few changes here and there. Info/Download
Accordion Toggle Using the switching style with accordion, this is yet another great way to add the accordion to your site. Elegant and clean, with the whole design, the blue and white color scheme makes even more attractive thing. The design of the switching style extends into a smooth exposure effect of the inside content. Fonts as well
as general styling factors are kept minimal to focus on revealed content. And unlike most examples on our list, this follows the simple 4 line structure rather than boxes. Info/Download Easy Accordion Another one on the more creative side is this super simple but stylish accordion by Rasmus Bihl Lelsen. Contrasting color with black on
yellow makes it look more edgy and retro. Each accordion tab is represented with separate boxes that hold the inside contents. When clicked, the rest of the content is revealed on a smooth slide in effect. The rotating icons on the right are also added to the appeal. Keeping the smallest details in mind, the design also relies on the material
frame, giving it a more realistic touch. Info / Download Easy CSS jQuery horizontal accordion If vertical accordions do not cut it for you, then this example here is an excellent option for you. Unique concept combined with innovative design elements, the creator has kept the whole look visually appealing. Each of the accordion tabs differs
in color by 5 of the total colors used. And unlike traditional accordion, this design leans towards horizontal movement. Basically acts by sliding in and out of sight, depending on the tab you clicked. The content when revealed then turns into a vertical view to help the user view. Using CSS, HTML and JS, this, although complex to get at the
first attempt, is still worth a go if you want to stand out. Info / Download Accordion &amp; Search For more efficient and efficient use, this is a combined version of both the search bar and the accordion in one. Keeping the entire format clean and minimal, the style is more goal-oriented. A search bar is placed on top for easier navigation,
and the accordion is then placed under the bar. Even the accordion is also multi-level, which means it has accordion inside accordions. Sections represented with expand boxes to reveal links would be the section that expands further to reveal the content inside. The search bar is also just as functional and users can make use of it to
easily find the title they are looking for. Info/Download A simple JQuery accordion with Unlimited Cubes If you are going for something more minimal and simple, then this is another great way to implement the jQuery accordion on your website. The whole structure is visually clean and elegant. With a number of toggle buttons that expand
per click to reveal the inside content, it's a quite simple. Content sections are designed to simply slide down and also work as a traditional switch. This means that only one catriny can be displayed at the time. The buttons also have a subtle hint of hover effect with a slight color transition. The great thing here is that the template is also
quite responsive and responds according to the screen size of devices that users use. Info/Download Responsive Accordion Now this is a more creative use of the jQuery accordion concept, which ends as an eye-catching element. A horizontal slider-based design, the creator here has used wonderful looking images as a base. At first
glance, it's basically a line-up of images that just show a look at each of them. However, when floating over, these slides expand to reveal the full images for users to see. Each differs with the effect of the slide depending on its position. You can add additional content to each of the slides, whether it's the title or description. The great thing



is that this template is completely responsive, which means that it automatically adjusts to each size of the device screen easily. Info /Download Material Design Accordion After suggests and name, this is a jQuery accordion that follows a simple material design with styling. There is a game with the elements here and there are two
different variants to get inspired from. It starts as a simple table of contents with descriptions and title holders inside. When you click on each of the components are animated to slide down to reveal the entire structure. The pane also contains a rotating icon that makes transitions when the table reveals and collapses. All in all a simple,
efficient and quite appealing design we definitely think this is worth a try. Take a closer look at the entire structure via the link below. Info / Download Download
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